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Planetary boundaries





Overshoot is due 
almost entirely to 
overconsumption 
in rich countries



Climate breakdown



IPCC special report on 1.5 degrees



So, can we do this? 

Theoretically, yes.  

1) Rapid rollout of renewable energy (solar and wind) to eliminate 
emissions from fossil fuels

2) Reforestation and soil regeneration to eliminate emissions from land use
3) Switch to next-gen industrial processes to eliminate emissions from the 

production of cement, steel and plastic

…with massive public investment, subsidies, carbon taxes, and government 
orders (a Green New Deal). 



But: can we do this while still growing the global 
economy?

SDG 8: continue to grow global GDP at 3% per year.  That mean tripling
GDP by mid-century.

Can we decarbonize the entire global economy by 2050 while at the 
same time tripling its size?

All of the existing empirical data says no.  Even with the most optimistic 
possible policies.  



The false hope of negative emissions… 

“Bioenergy with carbon capture and storage” 
(BECCS)



But the scientific consensus rejects BECCS

…and the IPCC has listened. 



The IPCC’s post-growth solution



How do they do it?

• Scale down material production and consumption, starting with high-
consuming rich rich nations

• This shrinks total energy demand, making it much easier for us to 
accomplish the renewable transition 



The good news:

We can reduce material production and consumption while at the 
same time improving human well-being and social indicators.



This is not just about changing personal behavior.  

This is about designing a new economic system for 
the 21st century… one that doesn’t require endless 
growth.



So what does a post-growth economy look 
like?



1. Get rid of GDP and change how we measure 
progress

And change Goal 8 in the SDGs



2. Scale down material production and 
consumption

• legislate extended warranties on products
• ban planned obsolescence 
• introduce a “right to repair”
• liberate public spaces from advertising
• ban food waste
• put high taxes on beef

• OR: Cap annual resource use and tighten it year by year.



3. Shorter working week

Redistribute necessary labour

Increase wages with a strong living wage policy

OR supplement wages with a universal basic income



4. Greater equality

Equality is the antidote to the growth imperative.

We can achieve our social goals right now, without any additional growth at 
all, simply by sharing what we already have more fairly.

And: generous public services and affordable housing, so that people can 
access the goods they need to thrive without needing high levels of income.



The benefit is not just emissions…



We know it is possible.  

There is now robust research and models.

We have a growing scholarly consensus.  

…and, better yet, people want a post-growth economy.  



5. Change shareholder value rules



6. Debt jubilee 

Cancel unpayable and odious debts…

…and shift to a debt-free currency


